Sale price for in stock items only. Quantities are limited.

Olympia Tools
Turboknife X Utility
Knife

TRUE Plasma Lighter
Compact Rechargeable Lighter

$19.99

$9.99

$24.99 usually!

Normally $15.19
The TRUE Plasma Lighter is compact,
ruggedized and rechargeable. Micro
Robust composition with quality retraction mechanism. For additionUSB rechargeability eliminates the
al safety, the open and close security button releases and locks the
need
for
lighter
fluid.
The
high-visibility
blue lid makes it easy to
blade in place. Comfortable and ergonomic design with belt clip and
hang hole in casing tail. Single hand operation quick change mecha- spot, regardless of where life takes you. With the Plasma Lighter’s
water, dust & impact-resistant design and windproof plasma arc,
nism, securely locks open and close.
you’ll never be without the oldest and most useful tool — fire.

Kinco Frost Breaker
Thermal Gloves

Purdy 2-1/2” XL Dale Angle
Sash/Trim Brush

$5.99

$12.99

Normally $7.99

Normally $15.89

Your choice of size: Small, Medium, Large or X-Large
Heavy 100% 7 guage acrylic thermal knit shell. Durable black foam
latex gripping palm. Continuous acrylic, elastic knit wrist. Great for
cold storage, digging and trenching, farm and ranch use, snow and
ice removal.

Purdy's XL Series is the most versatile
brush series, designed for use with all
paints and stains. The XL Series has a distinctive copper ferrule with the right blend
of DuPont® solid, round and tapered
Tynex® and Orel® filaments for brushes
that perform no matter what the job. Not only are the XL brushes
ideal for interior and exterior projects with all types of paints, they
also work great in all types of environments.

Select Delta and Peerless Plumbing Fixtures

50% Off!
See the sale table by the register in our Camden store.
Selection includes kitchen and vanity faucets as well as
bathtub and shower faucets.

Taylor 3” Meat
Thermometer

Makita Impact XPS 35
Piece Bit Set

$4.99

$19.99

Normally $6.99

Normally $22.99

Slow and steady temperature monitoring for the best, juiciest results. This leave-in meat thermometer with glass lens is safe to be
left in the oven or grill during use. With it's easy-to-read 3 in dial and
printed roasting temperature guide (USDA standards) this thermometer will help with perfectly cooked meals every time. TAYLOR®'s
history of highly accurate temperature readings won't let you down.
This thermometer has a scale from 120 to 200 deg F.

Makita® Impact XPS® is new innovation in fastening with insert bits
and fastening accessories built for the demands of the professional
contractor. The Impact XPS Power Bits are designed exclusively for
use with high-torque impact drivers, and are engineered to last up
to 90-times longer than standard bits. High-strength steel delivers
longer bit life, and the precision-fit tip is engineered to prevent "cam
-out" and stripping. The torsion section of the bit flexes under load
to take pressure off of the bit tip for increased durability.

NEBO High Bright 6000
The ultra-bright 6000 lumen utility light

$34.99
Instantly upgrade garages, closets, basements and attics without batteries, rewiring or changing the fixture. This powerful 6,000 lumen light fits in any standard household light socket and each of the adjustable LED panels can be tilted 90 degrees to direct the light exactly where you need it.

Assorted home audio, video accessories!

75% off!!
Selection includes many common home A/V and telephone accessories. Phone cords, HDMI cables, coaxial
cables, remote controls, telephones, HD antennas, television mounts and much more! Come into our Camden
store and check it out.

